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Tolk. Música general Their first album, Intense, which became the debut of the band, was released on 20 October 1996, preceded by a

7" EP, Still. The group signed with Deconstruction Records, a Warner Bros. imprint, releasing their first full-length album, Surrender to
the Rhythm, on 5 March 1997. Background and influences The Chemical Brothers have cited a number of notable musical acts as their

influences, including the following: (Special) mention is made to the influence of the band Daft Punk on their debut album, Intense.
Moves Tibetan bells Their main single from the Intense album, "Ti*bet**an Bells" (a.k.a. "Ti*bet Bells" or "Gong Song"), is a tribute to
the Tibetan tradition of sounding drums during religious ceremonies in their native region of eastern Asia, using 400 gong rods instead
of drums. A studio version of the song, featuring a distorted kick drum, was released on the Songs About Food and Other Stories EP.
The group also released a live recording of the song, recorded at the V Festival in 2001, as a B-side on the "I Like to Move It" single.

Muse The Chemical Brothers also have noted musical influences from British electronic band Muse, for which their song "Plug In
Baby" (from the Amnesiac album) was featured as a B-side on their single "I Like to Move It", released in 2002. Muse later covered the
song on their album live from Istanbul, Turkey in 2006, as a performance-only bonus. The Chemical Brothers were part of the second

lineup of Muse at Live Earth, playing a part in the encore for "The Time Is Come" and "Plug In Baby". Dreamland In 2005, The
Chemical Brothers released their first live album, Dreamland, which was recorded during their first ever American tour, consisting of

their 1996 debut album Intense, and their debut single, "Ti*bet**an Bells", played live from that show. During the tour, they also made
their live début in the UK with a set, featuring songs from both Intense and Surrender to the Rhythm, including
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